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Abstract: Recognizing the urgent need for sustainability, we argue that to move  

beyond the rhetoric and to actually realize sustainable development, it must be considered 

as a decision-making strategy. We demonstrate that sustainability assessment and 

sustainability indicators can be powerful decision-supporting tools that foster sustainable 

development by addressing three sustainability decision-making challenges: interpretation, 

information-structuring, and influence. Particularly, since the 1990s many substantial and 

often promising sustainability assessment and sustainability indicators efforts are made. 

However, better practices and a broader shared understanding are still required. We aim to 

contribute to that objective by adopting a theoretical perspective that frames SA and SI in 

the context of sustainable development as a decision-making strategy and that introduces 

both fields along several essential aspects in a structured and comparable manner. 
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1. Introduction 

In response to a growing environmental crisis and to vast social inequalities in global development, 

modern society adopted sustainable development as a leading development model [1–4] with clear 

“action-guiding power” [5]. In this paper, we will use the terms sustainable development and sustainability 

interchangeably as synonyms, although sometimes a distinction in meaning is made [2,6–10]. 

Notwithstanding its apparent vagueness and “interpretative flexibility” [10], sustainable development 

incorporates a more or less stable set of defining characteristics [11], which must always be respected 

no matter which view one adheres to [10,12]. Offering a meta-perspective [5], these characteristics  

can be termed principles—or rules of action—that embody sustainable development and represent  

the key changes needed: (1) equity (refers to justice/fairness in the way we develop and includes 

inter/intra-generational equity (not compromising the ability of future and current generations to meet 

their own needs/aspirations), interspecies equity (environmental stewardship that refers to the survival 

of other species on an equal basis to human survival), geographical equity (global responsibility in a 

spirit of shared but differentiated responsibility), and procedural equity (democratic and participatory 

governance); (2) dynamics (sustainable development is a process of change because the environment 

and society change continuously, entailing uncertainties and risks that need a precautionary approach); 

(3) integration (of the different sustainability principles in an harmonious manner to reconcile development 

objectives with environmental ones); and (4) normativity (sustainable development is a social construct 

and basically amounts to making normative decisions and choices, which are ultimately based on the 

values we maintain about the way we develop, now and in the future) [10]. 

Despite various political commitments and popularity of the sustainability discourse among  

various stakeholders its practical implementation falls short [10,13–17]. When it comes to addressing 

the implementation gap—the gap between words/discourse and deeds/implementation—sustainable 

development must be considered as a decision-making strategy because at the very heart of every action 

lies a decision [18]. We argue that sustainability assessment (SA) and sustainability indicators (SI) are 

decision-supporting tools that can play an important role in such a strategy by addressing three challenges: 

interpretation, information-structuring, and influence. However, the intrinsic holistic and multi-dimensional 

nature of sustainable development with its uncertainties and risks renders it assessment and measurement 

complex [19]. It is no coincidence that different scholars speak of “measuring the immeasurable” [19–21]. 

The rich debate and literature demonstrates that, particularly, since the 1990s, many substantial and 

often promising SA and SI efforts are made. However, if SA and SI and accordingly the sustainability 

transition are to be advanced, better SA and SI practices [21–23] and a broader shared understanding 

are required [19]. 

We aim to contribute to that objective by adopting a theoretical perspective that frames SA and SI in 

the context of sustainable development as a decision-making strategy and that introduces both fields 
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along several essential aspects in a structured and comparable manner. The theoretical framework offers 

guidance for practice and should be further operationalized within a given socio-environmental context. 

The literature was purposively sampled [24] and analyzed following open coding procedures [25]. 

The essential aspects that emerged during sampling and analysis until a sound understanding of each 

was reached are represented by the different sections of the paper. 

2. Sustainable Development as a Decision-Making Strategy 

Thus far, we have seen that sustainable development has gained broad acceptance amongst  

political and other stakeholders in society, but in reality, this is still mainly visible in the lip service 

paid to it. The popularization of the sustainable development discourse did not—yet—lead to a 

satisfactory implementation. 

However discourses might become powerful and might initiate social learning and eventually  

steer society towards sustainable development [26]. Social learning can be understood as “a change in 

understanding that goes beyond the individual to become situated within wider social units or 

communities of practice through social interactions between actors within social networks” [27]. 

However, there is still a great deal of work to be done to move from shared preoccupation and 

discourse to actual implementation, as the gap between words and deeds is still large and growing [13]. 

Implementation means that the sustainability discourse should be translated into actions [28]. This 

translation exercise starts with making decisions. Therefore, if sustainable development is to be a useful 

and implement-able concept, it must enter the field of decision-making and must be considered as a 

“decision-making strategy”. Two terms need clarification: strategy and decision-making. 

A strategy is a way forward to make happen a desired future, in this case the achievement of sustainable 

development and its objectives [18]. Whereas, a decision is a determination arrived at after consideration 

(Merriam-Webster English Dictionary). Peterson and Blomberg [29] define decisions as choices  

of solutions that end uncertainty or reduce contention or, in other words, when choices are made the 

results are decisions. As such, decision-making is a cognitive process resulting in the selection of  

a preferred option or a course of action among several alternatives [30]. Intellectually appealing, 

decision-making can be seen as a “rational process” were decisions are based on certain criteria or 

strategies and well—possibly scientifically—informed [30–32]. However, in reality, decision-making  

is often a much more “fuzzy process” that is less defined and subject to many influences [22,32–34].  

It goes beyond the assumption that more (scientific) information will logically lead to “better” 

decision-making [35]. Indeed, although “evidence/knowledge-based decision-making” is an increasingly 

coined catchphrase, (scientific) information is just one of the factors influencing decision-makers besides 

more subjective factors including ideology, values, norms, interests, power relationships and institutional 

context [22,32–34]. This is particularly the case for sustainability problems characterized by divergent 

values and norms among decision-makers, high uncertainty about causes and solutions, and risks [36]. 

As such, decision-making can also be considered as a matching (as some kind of “compatibility test”) 

between an actor’s more subjective factors—besides (scientific) information—and the expected impact 

of each alternative option or course of action [37]. 

Ultimately, the key societal choices are in hand of various stakeholders who decide upon the 

preferred options or course of action for the many sustainability challenges we face. Stakeholders  
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are individuals (citizens—every one of us) yet also include different type of organizations/groups of 

individuals (for example governments, companies, non-governmental organizations, citizen committees, 

schools, higher education), and even the world community as sustainable development is to be 

implemented globally. 

Conceptualizing sustainable development as a decision-making strategy allows to actually “use” it, 

thereby moving beyond the rhetoric, and turning sustainability and its “action-guiding” power into an 

“action-generating” concept. To understand the linkages between sustainability and decision-making, 

and as such the realization of sustainable development as a decision-making strategy, at least the 

following three challenges should be considered: [18] 

 Interpretation (sustainability should be interpreted considering its organizing principles, applied 

in a given socio-environmental context); 

 Information-structuring (the inherent multi-dimensional complexity of sustainability should be 

structured into operational information units (for example indicators) and properly communicated 

in order to feed the decision-making process); 

 Influence (sustainability information should exert a real influence on decision-making and on 

the actual implementation of sustainable development). 

SA and SI are tools to support decision-making for sustainable development that can be used  

in different fields/disciplines and in various socio-environmental contexts by many stakeholders. 

However, in practice such “managerial” tools are mostly but one single element within a tangled  

web of decision-making processes [38] and influences (rational and subjective). Unlike strong 

“technical-rational” perspectives on SA and SI, Foucauldian perspectives for example focus on the role 

and impact of power configurations, hegemonic regimes, and political struggles. The development and 

use of sustainability tools, such as SA and SI, are often contested and subject of competition,  

not least because they can contribute to the legitimization of governmental action [39]. There is for 

example a real risk of resistance vis-à-vis SA and SI as they might communicate negative information 

about particular stakeholders or force stakeholders to deal with sustainability issues they prefer not  

to address [40]. 

Ideally, SA and SI address the above mentioned three sustainability decision-making challenges.  

As such, these challenges are not only opportunities to understand the linkages between sustainability 

and decision-making, but also opportunities to improve SA and SI theories and practices. 

3. Sustainability Assessment 

SA is still a relatively new field and, according to Bond et al. [23], in a first stage of development, 

where early practice is being transformed to fit new situations and contexts. Increasingly SA has 

become associated with the broad field of impact assessment [41]. The International Association  

for Impact Assessment [42] defines impact assessment as “[…] the process of identifying future 

consequences of a current or proposed action”. 

There are two views, respectively considering impact assessment or SA as the overarching field.  

On the one hand, impact assessment could be considered as a generic field that encompasses different, 

approaches and processes, some of which are well known and widely used (for example environmental 
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impact assessment, strategic environmental assessment, health impact assessment and risk assessment) 

while others are more recently developed (SA) or less clearly defined. Similarly, Bond et al. [23] 

consider SA as a “recent framing of impact assessment”, sometimes called its “third generation” 

following environmental impact assessment and strategic environmental assessment. On the other hand, 

Hacking et al. [43] and Ness et al. [41] consider SA, and not impact assessment, as an umbrella term, 

including indicator development, product-related assessment (for example life cycle analysis), and 

integrated assessments, such as impact assessment (for example environmental impact assessment). 

The difference in points of view can be explained by the different fields that are involved in  

SA practices [23]. 

3.1. Definition 

There is a wide variety of SA practices [23] and accordingly there are various definitions. Probably 

the most “all-inclusive” is the one proposed by Bond et al. [23]. They adopt a broad perspective and 

define it as “any process that directs decision-making towards sustainability”. Given the importance to 

consider sustainable development as a decision-making strategy, we prefer to highlight the main challenges 

of such a strategy in which the role of SA is key. Therefore and based on the work of Devuyst et al. [44], 

Gasparatos et al. [45], Gibson et al. [46], Ness et al. [41], Pope [47], and Bond et al. [23], we define 

SA as follows: 

Sustainability assessment is any process that aims to: 

 Contribute to a better understanding of the meaning of sustainability and its contextual 

interpretation (interpretation challenge); 

 Integrate sustainability issues into decision-making by identifying and assessing (past and/or 

future) sustainability impacts (information-structuring challenge); 

 Foster sustainability objectives (influence challenge). 

Note that, in analogy with IAIA’s view on impact assessment, SA is often considered as an “ex-ante” 

process aimed to predict future outcomes [41], or to assess the effects of decisions in advance and to 

support choice between various options [23,48]. The assessment of the effects triggered by an intervention 

(past outcomes) that is mostly used at the end of a policy or management cycle is then termed 

“evaluation” [41,48]. However, the distinction between “assessment” (ex-ante) and “evaluation” (ex-post) 

is not always made. Both are also considered under the same SA-umbrella [23,41,49]. The proposed 

definition offers the flexibility to allow both views to co-exist. 

3.2. Purposes 

SA serves different purposes, in a decision-making strategy for sustainable development, often 

simultaneously. We identify four purposes, which contribute to the realization of the three 

sustainability decision-making challenges: 

 Information generation for decision-making (information-structuring challenge); 

 Operationalization and forum for participation, debate and deliberation (interpretation challenge); 

 Social learning (interpretation and influence challenge); 

 Structuring complexity (information-structuring challenge). 
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Firstly, SA generates information for decision-makers, ensuring that a decision is taken with the 

best available knowledge of its full—(un)intentional—sustainability impacts. Ideally this leads to 

choose the “best” alternative, in terms of sustainable development. Hence SA creates choice 

opportunities [23] and shows pathways for action. 

Secondly, SA operationalizes sustainable development by attributing meaning to the concept  

in a given socio-environmental context and could be a forum for debate and deliberation among 

various involved stakeholders [50,51]. It also serves as a vehicle to actually organize and structure 

stakeholder participation. 

Thirdly, SA is a learning process that can lead to a shift in the involved stakeholders’/decision-makers’ 

sustainability knowledge, attitude and views [52]. New knowledge and pre-decision debates can provide 

them with new insights and perspectives [20], creating opportunities for change in the decision-making. 

Fourthly, SA structures complex information. The intrinsic multi-dimensional complexity of 

sustainability creates an ever-growing need for information [53] and demands tools to structure it. SA 

provides a systematic and stepwise approach for information-structuring that allows decision-makers 

to deal with the complexity of sustainable development. 

The appreciation of the effectiveness of SA will be influenced by the main purposes assigned to  

the SA initiative by different stakeholders in different circumstances. In general, four categories of SA 

effectiveness can be distinguished: substantive (the achievement of the intended purposes of the SA), 

normative (the achievement of normative goals—i.e., can stakeholders learn, improve their knowledge 

and change their views), procedural (consideration of SA process aspects and the establishment of SA 

procedures and policy), and transactive (the achievement of intended purposes with minimal resources 

and time or in other words efficiency) [54,55]. 

3.3. Methodology 

In support of the different purposes of SA various methodological aspects should be considered.  

In 1996, an international group of SA experts developed the “Bellagio Principles—Guidelines for 

Practical Assessment of Progress Toward Sustainable Development”. The principles served as general 

guidelines for SA [48,56,57]. After more than a decade of practice and taking into account the changing 

SA context, the principles were reviewed and renamed into “Sustainability Assessment and Measurement 

Principles” (“Bellagio STAMP”) [48]. They were reduced from ten to eight, more succinctly phrased, 

some of the ambiguities and duplications were eliminated, and new insights were included [48]. 

Similar to the original Bellagio Principles, Bellagio STAMP’s first principle deals with the starting 

point of SA which is the establishment of a guiding vision, principles two to four deal with the content 

of SA, principles five to seven deal with the process of SA, and finally principles eight deals with the 

necessity for establishing continuity and capacity for SA [57]. 

However, also in the literature, different guidelines or characteristics are found. Table 1 summarizes 

generic characteristics of an ideal-typical SA considering the Bellagio Principles, Bellagio STAMP and 

the literature [12,23,46,58–62], grouped in four categories (fostering sustainability objectives, adopting 

a holistic perspective, incorporating sustainability in the assessment process, supporting decisions). 

First of all any sustainability assessment should be guided by the defining principles of sustainable 

development. This implies that sustainability principles should not only pervade the sustainability 
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assessment’s content—fostering sustainability objectives and adopting an holistic or integrative 

perspective—but also its process dealing with normativity, participation, transparency, a precautionary 

stance and responsiveness to change. Secondly, SA should be conducted in support of decision-making. 

This means assessing sustainability impacts and alternatives for decision-making, including rules for 

synergies and trade-offs (for concrete guidelines see [12]). This objective is often realized by means of 

multi-criteria decision analysis (for an overview of tools see [41]) [63–66]. Furthermore SA should be 

based on a conceptual sustainability framework and its indicators, it should ensure effective 

communications (clear language, fair and objective, visualization tools and graphics, make data 

appropriately available), it should be adapted to and integrated into the institutional context, it should 

follow an iterative assessment process, it should develop and maintain adequate capacity, and it should 

foster continuous learning and improvement. 

Table 1. Characteristics of an ideal-typical sustainability assessment. 

1. Fostering sustainability 
objectives 

 Intergenerational equity 

 Intragenerational equity 

 Geographical equity 

 Interspecies equity 

 Procedural equity 

2. Adopting a holistic 
perspective 

 Assess the system as a whole, including it parts and their interactions 

 Assess the system considering the different sustainability objectives 
together (integration) 

 Assess dynamics and interactions between trends and drivers  
of change 

 Adopt appropriate time horizon (short, medium, and long term) and 
(geographical) scope 

3. Incorporating sustainability 
in the assessment process 

 Consider the normative nature of sustainability 

 Broad participation of stakeholders, including experts, while providing 
active leadership to the process 

 Transparency regarding data (sources, methods), indicators, results, 
choices, assumptions, uncertainties, funding bodies and potential 
conflicts of interest 

 Avoid irreversible risks and favors a precautionary approach 

 Be responsive to change, including uncertainties and risks (dynamism) 

4. Supporting decisions 

 Assessment of sustainability impacts and alternatives for  
decision-making, including synergies and trade-offs 

 Establish formal and transparent synergy/trade-off rules 

 Assessment is based on a conceptual sustainability framework  
and its indicators 

 Ensure effective communications (clear language, fair and objective, 
visualization tools and graphics, make data appropriately available) 

 Adapted to and integrated into the institutional context 

 Iterative assessment process, starting at the onset of the  
decision-making process 

 Develop and maintain adequate capacity 

 Continuous learning and improvement 
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4. Sustainability Indicators 

SI are an essential and powerful tool in decision-making for sustainability and of any SA [22,48,67–69]. 

Agenda 21, for example states that SI “[…] need to be developed to provide solid bases for  

decision-making […]” [70]. 

Over the last two decades there have been plenty SI-initiatives by various stakeholders (for  

example governments at various levels, communities, businesses, higher education and universities, 

and non-governmental organizations), applied in different contexts around the world, for different 

purposes and using a multitude of methodologies [22,48,71]. Pintér et al. [48] speak suitably of a real 

“indicator zoo”. Nevertheless considerable improvements can be made, such as the influence on 

decision-making, which is largely insufficient [22,48,72–75]. 

4.1. Definition 

In our daily life we continuously use indicators to understand and interpret the world, mostly 

without actually realizing it (for example traffic lights, rankings) and act upon them [69,74]. Therefore, 

intuitively we probably all know what an indicator is. From a theoretical perspective more clarity is 

useful because definitions and terminology vary considerably (for example a variable, a parameter, a 

measure, a value, a meter, metrics, a measuring instrument, an index, something, a piece of information, 

representation, a proxy [22,67,74,76,77], which is particularly confusing [78]. 

We propose an integrative definition, from both a system and a technical perspective (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of an indicator’s integrative definition. 

 

From a system’s perspective the current consensus [74] defines an indicator as “an operational 

representation of an attribute (quality, characteristic, property) of a system” [67]. A “system” stands 

for “[…] an interconnected set of elements that is coherently organized in a way that achieves 

something” [79]. A system can be almost everything, but three characteristics are essential: (1) elements; 

(2) interconnectivity; and (3) purpose [79]. 

From a technical perspective, an indicator is a “variable” or an aggregation/function of a  

number of variables [67], related to a reference value that gives meaning to the values the variables 

take [48,49,73,78,80–83]. As Lancker et al. [83] point out, “[…] a given indicator doesn’t say 
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anything about sustainability, unless a reference value […] is given to it”. Rigby et al. [73] argue “An 

indicator devoid of context has no value. Only in the context of a pre-specified value does it acquire 

meaning”. The reference value could be for example a goal, a target, a norm, a standard or a 

benchmark [67]. Because of this essential relationship, we put it even sharper and argue that “by 

definition”, an indicator is related to a reference value, as the term stems from the Latin “indicare” 

which means pointing towards something. Actually it is the presence or absence of a reference value 

that distinguishes an indicator from a variable. Without being related to a reference value, we cannot 

speak of an indicator because in that case the variable does not point towards something (a goal, a target, 

a norm, a standard or a benchmark) and, as such, does not acquire meaning and does not provide 

information about (changes in) the state of a system. The need for a reference value and accordingly 

the difference between a variable and an indicator is often subject of misconception. 

Hence, an indicator shows performance as a measurement of distance-to-target. It measures the 

distance between current or predicted values of the variable and the reference value [84,85]. Gauging 

also requires a unit of measurement. Variables (and their values) can be quantitative (numbers) or 

qualitative (for example graphics, colors, symbols). In the case of SI, the reference value is what  

is understood by sustainable development or in other words the value at which sustainability is 

achieved [80,84,86]. Of course, intermediary targets can be articulated as well. 

This leads to the following integrative definition of an indicator: 

An indicator is the operational representation of an attribute (quality, characteristic, 

property) of a given system, by a quantitative or qualitative variable (for example numbers, 

graphics, colors, symbols) (or function of variables), including its value, related to a 

reference value. 

The definition and its schematic presentation are not only useful theoretically, but also practically.  

It is generic and can be used as a logic and systematic building framework to develop SI. In sequence, 

one ideally starts with the sustainability attributes of a system. Then the SI can be developed—the 

variables by which the sustainability attributes are to be measured and the sustainability reference 

values. However, in some cases a (more) pragmatic approach, in which this sequence is not (strictly) 

followed, is desirable (for example when existing indicators embody sustainability and can be used  

to define a system’s sustainability attributes and are to be integrated in the SI development process). 

However, in any case the various elements of the proposed definition could serve as building blocks in 

any SI development process. 

The generic framework can easily be linked and applied to various existing and to be developed 

sustainability and SI-frameworks (for example driving forces—pressures—states—impacts—

responses/DPSIR framework [87], the three dimensional sustainability triangle or nested sustainability 

representations [10]) (for an overview of sustainability and SI frameworks/models see [9,49]). 

Indicators are often condensed and aggregated into a single metric, commonly referred to as “index”, 

in casu a sustainability index (for example the ecological footprint [88] and the human development 

index [89], for an overview see [49]). Gallopin [67] argues that it is not generally correct to put indices 

at a higher hierarchical level of aggregation than indicators. Instead, Gallopin [67] argues the distinction 

between indicators and indices lies in the complexity of the functions by which they are obtained and 

not in their assumed hierarchy. 
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4.2. Purposes 

SI have several complementary purposes in a decision-making strategy for sustainable development 

and in SA, supportive to the three sustainability decision-making challenges: 

 Structure complexity and communicate information (information-structuring challenge); 

 Operationalization of sustainable development (interpretation challenge); 

 Social learning (interpretation and influence challenge); 

 Demonstrate accountability and benchmarking (influence challenge); 

 Identification of knowledge and data gaps (information-structuring challenge). 

Firstly, SI communicate information in a structured manner to inform decision-making for sustainable 

development [22,67,76,81,90]. By doing so, SI make sustainability for a particular system observable, 

demonstrable and measurable. As Meadows [69] states, “We have no choice. Without them [SI] we fly 

blind. The world is too complex to deal with all available information”, and the attractiveness of  

SI lies in their ability to structure, to summarize, and condense the sustainability complexity to a 

manageable amount of meaningful information [19,49]. Indeed, adopting a holistic perspective, SI 

should bridge various environmental and societal complex fields particularly in a time of dramatic 

changes and transformations. Furthermore, the current flood of data and information in more and more 

sustainability fields, requires SI to simplify and interpret them [71]. 

Secondly, SI operationalize sustainable development [80,90]. The development of SI pulls the 

discussion of sustainable development away from abstract formulations and encourages explicit 

discussions on concepts with operational meaning [40,73], which is a prerequisite for the practical 

implementation of sustainability [91]. 

Thirdly, SI facilitate continuous learning among involved stakeholders [69,92,93] and their 

development and application could be considered as a way of social learning [94]. Shields et al. [95] 

argues that SI will only be effective if they support social learning. As such, SI can induce change in 

the mindset of decision-makers and affect decision-making and behavior. Moreover the SI development 

and application itself is a learning process [69]. Pintér et al. [48] argues “Changing the way society 

measures progress represents a key leverage point in tackling the root causes of unsustainable 

development”. As a consequence of the complexity of whole system’s sustainability measurements,  

SI should be selected, applied, revised and refined [49,69]. According to Dahl [22], the most 

significant effect of SI, particularly in its early adoption, can simply be to make a problem visible and 

to sensitize decision-makers. 

Fourthly, SI can be used to demonstrate accountability to society and its stakeholders by 

communicating about a systems sustainability performance [51,92] (for example corporate social 

responsibility/accountability of businesses). They can also be used to allow benchmarking between 

stakeholders (for example between organizations). 

Finally, SI identify knowledge and data gaps and can suggest priorities for filling these gaps [92]. 

In addition it is useful to be aware that in reality different types of SI “use” exist including, 

instrumental use (for action and problem solving/decision-making, there is a direct link between the SI 

and decision outcomes), conceptual use (to clarify and improve understanding of a problem or situation, 

over time conceptual use may subsequently induce decision outcomes), tactical use (as a delaying 
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tactic, as a substitute for action or to deflect criticism), symbolic use (to give ritualistic assurance  

that those who take decisions hold appropriate attitudes towards decision-making, in other words, to 

measure another reality—“good decision-making”), and political use (to support a pre-determined position, 

it is about persuading others to a particular view of the problem and ways to solve it) [81,96]. 

In line with SA the effectiveness is influenced by the main intended purposes of the SI and similarly 

covers a broad scope. For instance, the effectiveness of SI cannot be evaluated by “technical/analytical” 

aspects of measurement—or quality criteria as further explained—, but rather by the way SI are 

successfully implemented to influence decision-making, to educate stakeholders and to demonstrate 

accountability [72,97]. With regard to the influence challenge Bell et al. [75] argue that the limited 

influence on decision-making is in part “due to a historical and continuing technical emphasis on 

improving measurement rather than ‘use’”. In the literature the influence challenge receives almost no 

attention [98]. As Rigby et al. [73] state “Much of the measurement of indicators has […] largely 

resulted just in the measurement of indicators. The actual operationalisation of indicators to influence 

or change, for instance, policy is still in its infancy”. 

4.3. Methodology 

The development of indicators in various fields such as economic development, social progress, 

quality of life, environment and natural resources, healthy communities and sustainability have 

influenced SI methodologies to a great extent [96]. In general two broad methodologies for SI can  

be distinguished, “top-down”/“expert-driven” and “bottom-up”/“stakeholder-driven” [74,75,99,100].  

Bell et al. [75] also refer to them as respectively “reductionist” and “conversational”. The latter can 

also be referred to as “constructionist”, after the opposing reductionism and constructionism epistemologies. 

Top-down approaches are characterized by quantitative indicators, which are developed by experts 

and with explicit, clearly stated methodologies. Bottom-up approaches instead use qualitative indicators 

which are developed by (local) stakeholders and with implicit, no clearly defined methodologies [75]. 

Of course each end of the divide has its strengths and weaknesses. Top-down SI are developed by 

experts and “scientifically rigorous” but such methodologies fail to engage (local) stakeholders, whereas 

the opposite is true for bottom-up methodologies [99]. 

Therefore, any combination/integration of both methodologies is not only possible, but even 

strongly recommended [20,22,51,67–69,75,93,100,101] taking into account (1) the required combination 

of different kinds of knowledge (for example stakeholder/citizen/lay knowledge vs. expert/scientific 

knowledge) regarding the (local) environment and (local) society and (2) participation as a democratic 

principle to include stakeholder views and (3) participation to create opportunities for learning, 

empowerment and ownership [51,75,93]. Indeed, while SI often fail to influence decision-making 

bottom-up methodologies are supposed to increase that influence [49], involving those who are 

intended to ultimately benefit from the SI [75]. As Reed et al. [100] states “Only through active 

community involvement can indicators facilitate progress toward sustainable development goals”. 

Meadows [69] speaks in this sense of “scientific credibility” and “political credibility”, Hak et al. [101] 

of “scientific relevance” and “public relevance” of SI, whereas Cloquell-Ballester [68] calls for “scientific” 

and “social validation” of SI. 
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Among scholars, the need for such “multiple perspectives” or “hybrid” SI that capture the strengths 

of both streams of thought is increasingly recognized [75,99,100]. While there is no consensus on  

how this combination should be best accomplished, and recognizing the epistemological differences of 

each school of thought, a number of general similar steps can be identified: (1) establish the system’s 

socio-environmental context; (2) set sustainability objectives and strategies; (3) identify, evaluate, 

select SI; and (4) apply SI [99]. The development and application of hybrid SI is increasingly documented 

(see for example [20,74,94,99]). 

Complementing the different methodological approaches various quality criteria of SI can be found, 

also showing the need to integrate top-down and bottom-up approaches. Hak et al. [101], for example 

identified 260 different criteria, although there was substantial overlap in content and meaning. 

Considering principle four of Bellagio STAMP and the reviews of quality criteria of SI made by 

Gallopin [67], Hezri [81] and Van de kerk et al. [86] we identify the following ones, organized according 

Hezri’s [81] classification: robustness (scientifically credible; clear and standardized methodology to 

facilitate comparison; values should be measurable; data should be available/obtainable/reliable/up-to-date; 

sensitive to changes; practical focus such as a limited number of key issues; reference values should  

be included; based on models with holistic perspective; appropriateness of scale; no overlap; and 

independence between indicators), democratic (participation of and supported by stakeholders, experts 

and policymakers; openness with accessible sets of indicators, methods and explicit judgments), 

longevity (capacity for repeated measurement; iterative and adaptive to change; cost-effective; resource 

availability), and relevance (institutional capacity for data collection, maintenance and documentation; 

meets the needs of audience and users; presentation in understandable structure; guided by clear vision 

of sustainability and relevant for its sustainability attributes). 

It should be emphasized that quality criteria go beyond the “technical/analytical” soundness of SI 

measurement and include process criteria of what might be called “managerial” soundness as well. 

Ultimately, the necessary qualities depend on the SI-purpose(s) [76,86,102] and in practice it is hard to 

meet all criteria simultaneously [76,103]. 

In the selection of a good set of SI there are some common pitfalls including: over-aggregation; 

hiding relevant more detailed information; measuring what is measurable, rather than what is important; 

dependence on a biased model; deliberate falsification in favor of stakeholders own interests; diverting 

attention from direct experience; over-confidence in indicators while they might depict a wrong 

picture; and incompleteness of the indicators because they are not the real system [69]. 

4.4. Dichotomies 

SI can be classified along various dimensions of measurement, such as sustainability attributes (for 

example socio-economic or environmental attributes) or frameworks (for example DPSIR-indicators) [49]. 

At least the following dichotomies deserve attention because they touch upon several important aspects 

of SI, and are in practice frequently subject of discussion and controversy: 

 Descriptive vs. normative; 

 Quantitative vs. qualitative; 

 Objective vs. subjective; 

 Community vs. expert; 
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 Ex-ante vs. ex-post. 

Descriptive SI give a description of an actual situation, while normative SI compare an actual situation 

with a desired one [104]. However, taking into account the definition of an indicator this distinction is 

redundant and even invalid, because inherently an indicator always includes a reference value, and as 

such is inherently normative [78]. 

Quantitative SI are based on quantitative data and provide information in a quantitative—

numerical—manner, while qualitative SI are based on qualitative data and provide information in a  

qualitative—non-numerical—manner. Traditionally, indicators are considered as quantification tools, 

however for sustainable development quantitative and qualitative SI are complementary, as we cannot 

measure human experiences in a quantitative manner alone [20,69,80]. Recognizing the attractiveness 

of quantified SI for decision-making [105], qualitative data and SI can often, if desired, be converted 

into quantitative ones [67]. However, we should be very careful with conceiving and interpreting the 

world solely in quantitative terms and solely decide upon them. “The fact that people consider 

something ugly or beautiful, harmonious or dissonant, noble or ignoble, is not to be swept away as 

‘mere opinion’”. If we guide our decisions only by quantitative indicators and not qualitative ones, we 

will produce a world of quantity without quality. Many of our social and personal problems arise from 

the fact that we are well on our way to doing exactly that” [69]. 

Taking into account the traditional scientific objective—subjective divide, a distinction is made 

between objective and subjective SI. Objective SI are sensed by instruments outside the individual, 

such as thermometers or counters that can be verified by others. Subjective SI are sensed only from 

within the individual—by individual judgments—not verifiable by others through instruments but only 

verifiable through “subjective” explanations. Within this divide objective SI primarily measure in a 

quantitative way, while subjective SI primarily measure in a qualitative way [69]. However, ultimately 

all SI are (partially) subjective because their development is full of (implicit) subjective choices  

(for example the system’s attributes that are going to be measured, by which SI and by which variables, 

their calculation, the identification of reference values—what is sustainability?) [49,69]. In the words 

of Morse et al. [106] “[…]indicator development and interpretation is more art than science and the room 

for subjectivity in all stages of their application is large”. Meadows [69] argues: “Indicators arise from 

values (we measure what we care about), and they create values (we care about what we measure)”. 

Hence one of the challenges ahead is to develop a new set of values-based SI, measuring sustainability’s 

underlying ethical principles to guide the transition towards a (more) sustainable world [22].  

The sustainability principles of the Earth Charter [107], probably representing the most inclusive 

participatory process ever associated with the drafting of an international declaration [107], which are 

widely recognized as a global consensus statement can easily be picked-up to take on that challenge 

and go ahead. 

The distinction between community and expert SI is essentially about who develops the  

SI—stakeholders “bottom up” and/or experts “top down” [49,73,93]. “Top down” approaches enable 

experts to define the sustainability framework and its indicators. “Bottom up” approaches allow the 

participation of stakeholders in such a process [49]. As already said, “hybrid” or “multiple perspective” 

SI are also possible and needed. 
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The distinction between ex-ante and ex-post SI goes hand in hand with the ex-ante/ex-post  

SA-divide. Ex-ante SI provide information to assess the effects of decisions in advance and support 

choice between various options before practical implementation, while ex-post SI provide information 

after decisions are taken to assess or evaluate their practical implementation. 

4.5. Interpretation 

SI should be analyzed and interpreted in terms of “distance-to-target”, in relation to other indicators 

and taking into account the real world context. As such, the information they communicate can be 

turned into knowledge in order to learn about a particular system’s sustainability [108,109] (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. From data to knowledge; modified, after [110]. 

 

Indicators are derived from data [110], which estimates the value they adopt [67]. Sometimes a 

distinction is made between primary and secondary data. The former are the actual measurements  

(or observations in the case of qualitative data) of the values of the indicator’s variables. The latter  

are analyzed primary data (for example added, averaged, etc.) [67,111]. From a hierarchical 

perspective—although contested [67] (see 4.1 Definition)—, the relation between data, indicators and 

indices is depicted by the “information pyramid” [111] or—“iceberg” [112] (Figure 3). 

Considering the real world context during decision-making is essential because SI and their building 

frameworks or models are in every instance a social construction, reduction and simplification of the 

complex reality and its many uncertainties and risks, acquired by various ways of learning [67,69,111,113]. 

To understand the real world, make decisions and act upon them we need to simplify [80,113], at least 

to some extent. However, at the same time decision-makers should need to learn and deal with the 

unavoidable real world complexity and its many uncertainties and risks. This can be done by 

complementing SI with additional information. As Dahl [22] argues “Even the best system of 

indicators will need to be complemented by other measures and inputs to ensure decisions in the 

interest of long-term sustainability”. However, the decision-making process can also be modified by 

including more spontaneous ex-post micro decision-making processes as decisions and consequent 

actions unfold to deal with the many uncertainties and risks (also referred as “governing”). This 

complementary to the prevailing consciously designed ex-ante ways of working (also referred to as 

“governance”) [114]. However, in the first place decision-makers should be aware of and recognize the 

reductionist and simplifying feature of SI. The trap of creating and (blindly) believing in a virtual SI 

reality should be avoided. This is a real risk because from a “rational managerial” perspective 

simplification and the reduction of ambiguities, uncertainties and risks is appealing in order to 

straightforward “manage and control”. 
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Figure 3. The information pyramid [111]. 

 

It also implies that in spite of all recommendations and attempts for holistic approaches, SI will 

remain reductionist tools. The most extreme representation of it is found in the desire to create a single, 

quantifiable sustainability index—“the quest for the unicorn”. This is understandable from a managerial 

and competitive point of view. It simplifies complexity into a single value that readily allows 

comparison [80] and, whereas the growth economy has its Gross Domestic Product unicorn—certainly 

(still) the most popular indicator to measure progress among national leaders [22]—, sustainability 

proponents look for the antipode. Nevertheless (more) holistic SI-approaches are highly needed. In this 

sense, Gasparatos et al. [45] calls to move away from indices towards methodological pluralism. For 

example, the Systemic Sustainability Analysis and Imagine approach of Bell et al. [20,74,80,94] aims 

to combine the strength of SI supported decision-making in a (more) holistic manner with a participatory 

development of these indicators, recognizing underlying normative choices, which are inherent to 

sustainability and any development of SI. Instead, Babcicky [19] underlines the need for indexes, but 

at the same time argues to apply various perspectives on variable selection, re-consider weighting 

schemes and re-think methods to improve their quality. 

5. Conclusions 

To move forward in the societal transition and to become fully operational, sustainable development 

must be considered as a decision-making strategy by all stakeholders from the local to the global level. 

Doing so turns sustainability from an “action-guiding” concept into an “action-generating” concept. In 

decision-making for sustainable development key challenges include interpretation, information-structuring 

and influence. The SA and SI purposes demonstrate that they have the potential to address them. 

The definitions demonstrate that SA deals with the assessment “process” while SI deal with the 

“technical” aspects of measurement. As such, both fields are complementary and mutually strengthening. 

The relative value of SA and SI in decision-making lies respectively in the contribution to the interpretation 

and influence challenge, and in the contribution to the information-structuring challenge. Although, as 

a logic consequence of shared concerns both fields deal with the three challenges simultaneously. 

Indeed, although their focus differs SA and SI are inherently linked. SI, whether implicitly or explicitly 

are part of any SA and in any development of SI a process is involved as well. 
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Obviously, it seems less important to which field an initiative (practitioner) or research(er) “belongs” 

or prefers to “belong” to. The more important is that process and technical measurement aspects  

are taken into consideration. Beyond their theoretical relevance the definitions are also practically 

useful. They highlight the fundamental elements of any SA and SI, i.e., (1) interpreting sustainability; 

(2) measuring impact and structuring information—it is particularly here that SI and their building 

blocks come in—; and (3) exerting influence on decision-making in support of sustainable development. 

While the definitions point out their difference and their specific role, the similarities and high 

connectivity between SA and SI is probably best shown by their purposes. SA and SI: (1) operationalize 

sustainable development for a given system in a particular socio-environmental context and, as such, 

attribute meaning to the concept, going beyond abstract formulations and definitions; (2) generate and 

communicate complex sustainability information, in a well-structured manner informing decision-making, 

including to demonstrate accountability and allow benchmarking; (3) facilitate continuous (social) 

learning among involved stakeholders and decision-makers; and (4) identify knowledge and data gaps. 

Additionally, from a methodological perspective, SA and SI share similar concerns. The proposed 

characteristics of an ideal-typical SA describe a broader methodological framework than SI, including 

the need for “top-down/expert-driven” and “bottom-up/stakeholder-driven” integration—so called 

“multiple perspectives”/“hybrid” approaches. Therefore, the SA-characteristics can serve as a 

methodological umbrella for SA and SI, which can be further complemented by SI’s quality criteria, 

also considering more “technical” measurement aspects (Figure 4). 

Figure 4. Merging sustainability assessment and indicator methodologies. 

 

Because to some extent we need to simplify, SA and SI are indispensable decision-supporting tools 

to understand and interpret the world and to guide us towards a (more) sustainable society. However 

they are always a reduction and simplification of reality and should never be mistaken for it. To deal 

with the real world complexity, its many uncertainties and risks, there is a strong call for (more)  

whole-system holistic approaches. This can be done through suited—more holistic—SI approaches 

and adapted SA processes that include additional information for decision-making and considers more 
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spontaneous ex-post micro decision-making processes as a complement of prevailing consciously 

designed ex-ante ways of working. 
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